Meet Ellie
The Betsy Medical Memorial Fund helps animals with special needs at the SPCA of Anne Arundel County.
LEARN MORE ON PAGE 3
What an exciting time for us all; spring is just around the corner and much like the proverbial groundhog, we are peeking our heads out, cautiously optimistic for what 2021 has in store for us.

In our pre-pandemic lives, each spring newsletter brought you information about our annual Walk for the Animals, one of the SPCA’s oldest and largest fundraisers. But like many of us, we must be ready to adapt to our changing world. The Walk for the Animals was traditionally a springtime event, held each May, but because the safety of our community, friends and supporters is paramount, we have postponed this popular event. We have scheduled the Walk to be held on Sunday, September 26 at Quiet Waters Park. We are in close contact with our community leaders and health professionals and will update our event to reflect their most current safety recommendations. Please check our website at www.aacspca.org to keep up to date on the Walk for the Animals, as well as all of the other happenings at the shelter.

I must express how grateful I am to all of our wonderful supporters. Even during such challenging times, you showed us just how much you value our work by supporting the SPCA. All of our successes and achievements are because of your kindness.

I do hope you enjoy this issue of Paw Prints and wish you and your loved ones a happy spring.
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We love Ellie, and we know you will too!

She loves to go for walks with the staff and volunteers, but is always ready to take a break and strike a pose.

While she is normally very photogenic, sometimes her pictures don’t show her true beauty. (Although we think this shows her silly side.)

Ellie wants to be around people all of the time and has never met anyone she doesn’t like. She adores the volunteers, staff and visitors to the shelter, and we are all crazy about her as well.

Ellie has chronic eye and ear issues so she needs a home that will prioritize her medical needs. While they are managed well on medication, she needs to be monitored by a veterinarian to ensure her continued health. But Ellie will repay your investment in her health with all the love in her heart.

Our sweet Ellie is not the only animal with special medical needs. Look inside this issue of Paw Prints to meet some of the other animals who have benefitted from the care our supporters make possible with their generosity.

Meet Ellie

PAWS AT THE MALL

If you haven’t been to Westfield Annapolis Mall and visited our new Paws at the Mall adoption center, you are missing out on the fun!

Paws at the Mall is the one of the world’s few animal shelters located within a shopping mall. Visitors to this vibrant adoption center love being greeted by adoptable cats, and meeting cuddly critters who are ready to be adopted into new and loving homes. Cats are able to roam free and interact with the guests, allowing their true personalities to shine.

We invite you stop by, meet a furry friend, and shop the unique and one-of-a-kind merchandise, all to benefit the SPCA.

WHAT IS THE BETSY MEDICAL MEMORIAL FUND?

The Betsy Medical Memorial Fund exists to help save the lives of animals in need of extraordinary medical care. There have been many animals that enter our shelter with serious injuries or illnesses, and it is because of animal lovers like you that our shelter can provide them the care they so desperately need.

Buoy is not even a year old yet, but he has a lot on his plate. This outgoing, playful and cuddly fellow has been diagnosed with a heart murmur and needs to be monitored by a specialist. Buoy doesn’t let anything slow him down, and his cardiologist has a great plan of action to keep Buoy healthy. His foster family has trouble keeping up with him, and we all feel so fortunate that we have so many supporters making sure cats like Buoy can get the help they need.

Let us introduce you to Miss Dottie! This sweet lady came to us from another shelter and we fell in love with her wagging tail and beautiful eyes. Unfortunately, she is suffering from a carpal luxation, which causes pain and discomfort in her joints. We consulted with orthopedic specialists and are arranging surgical correction of this issue, which is very costly. Her surgery costs will likely exceed $5,000. Although her care will cost a lot, Miss Dottie is worth every penny!

Little Lizzy was just a tiny ball of fur when we first met her. Timid and frightened, Lizzy was found outside alone and shivering. She was very ill with pneumonia and required emergency veterinary care that included several days in an oxygen tent. Thankfully, Lizzy made a full recovery and is now a bundle of energy.
IN MEMORY OF...

(People)

• Bodie Almy, by Your Advisory
• Lori Andersen, by Wayne Andersen Joan Marshall Marilyn Evans Marj Mendez Gloria Schulz J Freeland Corinne Potter Margie Klein Margaret Van Houten Stacy, Dave and Julian Phillips
• Jennifer Asquith, byKelly Brown
• Kawana Bacon, by SEAD Leadership and CORE Team Colleagues
• Heidi Bernadzikowski, by Timothy Bernadzikowski
• Gerhard (Gerry) Carl Bethman, by David Wagner Kathleen Ellis
• Clara Blanding, by NL (Sunny) and James Kincaid
• John A. Booth, Jr, by Stacy and Britt
• Marilyn Bresnahan, by Brian Bresnahan
• Ty Brooks, by Friends and Neighbors on Wilett Drive
• William T. Buff, Sr, and Marion B. Buff, by William Ted Buff, Jr
• Wanda Buttrey, by Sherry Dennis
• Drew Caldwell, by Cheryl Ensign
• Cliff Callow, by Your Annapolis DaVita Family
• Bob and Terry Campbell, by Barbara and Donald Liles
• Curtis Campbell, by FSBPT
• Marlene Carrick, by Donald Brunk
• Steven Carson, by Joshua Carson
• Olivia Carouge, by Catherine Counts
• Bertamie Caudle, by Charles Caudle
• Sherry Colehour, by the Maryland O’Rourke
• Carmela Coluzzi, by Theresa Wellman
• John Cullen, by Barbara Schwarz Gretchen and Darryl Stein
• Kyra Diana, by Amy, Kerrie and Steph
• Fenway Dixon, by the Bauer Family
• Vince Dohler, by Pam and Bob Burke
• Bretta Dotellis, by the McLaughlin Family
• Bobbie Dowell, by Beverly Collins Adria Lawrence Barb Stammer Susan Jones Todd Gary Roya Golpira Lou Carter and Joe Holley
• Kendra Dudley, by Stacy Spaulding
• Doris Dunker, by the Vom Saal Family
• Spencer Dunnigan, by Shelley Clark
• Bobby Edwins, by the LOLs
• Jim Ehrig, by Sarah Ehrig Kelly Brown Amy Peele Dan Fucich Abigail Brown Selena Boyts Jonathan Wilt Sarah Smith
• Joy Ellis, by Joyce Bermark
• Geoffrey Ewenson, by Jessica Rigelman and Frederick Broen
• Katie Fitzwater, by Liz Newburger Allison Cloth The Healy Family Michael Porter Catherine Schaaf
• Linda Flood, by Cam Hennessee
• Chang Ae Fonger, by your PRC Family
• Robert Fosler, by Deb Matusky
• Katie Fritz, by Carol Fritz
• Sabrina Fritz, by Carol Fritz
• Mary Frances Funk, by Susan Hughes Sherree and Ross Dierdorff
• Bruce Gardner, by John and Marty Russell
• Charles Goldschmid, by Mary Goldschmid
• Karen Gomes, by Anthony Manganelli and Janet Friday
• James Grupe, by Cara and Matthew LaPointe
• Elise Guay, by Brendan Guay
• Helen Cook Hall, by John H. Dammeyer
• John Hartnett, by Kelli Murphy
• Karen Heath, by the Baldwin Family
• Tia Hennessy, by the Hennessy Family
• Dorothy Lucille Hines, by Sherry, Gail and Jaci James and Jennifer Freeland The Newman and Green Family Magothy Manor Improvement Association
• Kassie Holmes, by Michael Richard Public Utility Law Judge Division
• Frankie Farke Jacobson, by Mary Wilson
• Leah Frances Jacobson, by Suzanne Jacobson
• Joanne and Lee Johnson, by Chris Berger
• Shirley Jones, by Laurentino and Catherine Terra
• Thomas H. Kane, by Susan Kane
• Susan Kantler Kasprak, by Darlene and Bill D’Amico
• Bill Kelley, by Heather Poetker
• Sherry Kelley, by HAP Bowling League
• Malcolm Kellogg, by Mary Studham
• Brian Patrick Kennedy, by Marie Morisi Deidre Banscher Karen Smithson Dee and Sandy Murray Bill and Suzanne Forthofer Richard and Lisa Hillman William and Linda Weisburger Paula and Al Krickler William Sumner Jonathan Martin Terry Conroy Saint Mary’s Class of 1999 Thomas and Mary Milan Carol and Phil Bowman Andrew and Mary Cooch
• Kevin Kidwell, by Mary Wilkerson Kelly Brown Mike and Ann Beck
• Lyla Kirby, by Mary Anne Owens Patricia Griffin
• Elizabeth Klein, by Christopher Klein
• Diana (DeeDee) Knox, by Phyllis Naditch
• Charlene Kuchler, by Joseph Holley
• Buddy Kurz, by Katrina Threat
• Marcelo Ray Lobato, by Cathy, John and Kailey Pritchard
• Marion LeMol, by Tracy Adams
• Jean Grimes Leonard, by Joe and Faye Grimes
• Laurance (Larry) Leonard, by Lisa McClar William and Mary Jo Russell The Hiltabiddle Family Leslie Tilghman Sean Russell Robert and Dianne Dodson The Yacht Basin Company Joe and Faye Grimes
• James (Jim) Lesikar, by H Bland O’Connor
• Senator Steel Lubin, by Christine, Alex and Christopher Ludina
• Vinny Ludlam, by Annette and John Ludlam
• Faye Mager, by John Mager
• Judith Manas, by Sandy Kellstrom

Special Thoughts...
These gifts serve as a lasting tribute by helping our shelter animals who have made a donation in honor/memory of their loved ones. These pages are dedicated to the memory of very special people and pets. We would like to thank the family members and friends who have made a donation in honor/memory of their loved ones.

• Kevin McDonnell, by Sherri Dennis, Michele Sheik, Antonia Diezelski, Daniel McDonnell
• Anne Rose
• Leroy and Alice McIntosh, by Mary Jane Dawson
• David Noury Martin, by Cherie Martin
• Carolyn McCabe, by June Powell
• Kelsey Kathleen McGill, by Kelly Brown, Jessica Meredith
• Eleanor McKay, by Phil and Noelle Richmond
• George D. Meek, by Kelly Brown
• Meg Milhausen, by Friends at ESP
• Dana Miller, by Thomas Gillen
• Francis D. Miller, by Deb and Don Miller, Patricia and Stephen Presnell
• Kevin Mooney, by Linda Blackman
• Amelia and Richard Moran, by Jack and Helen Barrett
• Carole Moran, by Janet Allwein, Alice McCracken, Laurie, Gregg, Kevin, Adam and Eric Busey
• Sally T. Murray, by Rona and David Finkelstein
• Cherie Myers, by Audrey and Nick Donohue
• Dorothy Nichols, by Linda Covington, William and Patrice Chaney
• Maggie Oxford, by Catherine Oxford, Lisa and Michael Peelish
• Diane Pace, by Vera Herath and John Behle
• Marie Parrott, by Susie Schreiner
• Momma Anne Parrott, by Susie Schreiner
• Lee Anne Passori, by Lynn Staggs, Scott Allan
• Michael, Faith and Hilly Perez, by Helen Beebe-Perez
• Elizabeth Phell-Filer, by the Filer Family
• William N. Powell, by Barbara Powell
• Meg Proetorius-Beneke, by Jo Proetorius-Beneke
• Sandy Pyle, by Steven and Sheryl Grogg
• Brent Reeves, by Joanna Sacks
• James Ed Rentz, Jr., by Ashley Bacot, David and Cindy Mitchell, William and Jeanne Malicki, Brett Drabik
• Phyllis Richardson, by Dennis and Anne Small
• Lynnan Rudert, by Leanne Dotson
• Iris Lorraine Russell, by Bernie Russell
• Elmer Sappington, by Carol and Douglas Moore
• Lynn Sappington, by Louis Crocetti, Andrea and Dean Titcomb, Glenn Sappington
• Delores Rae Schnoor, by Martha Brown
• Richard Schreiner, by Susie Schreiner
• Lora Scottese, by Linda Slaby
• Doris Sell, by Christine Smith
• Mark Sepelyak, by Kathy and Andrew Orndorff
• Mason Shaffir, by Greg and Kimberly Shaffir
• Christopher Smelser, by Kathleen and Robert Smelser
• Joyce Ellen Fitzwater Brangan Smith, by Kelly Brown, Friends at Police Communications, Kertu Preigel, Bill and Marie Thomas, Ina and Jerry Baker, Mary Sue McDonald, Dorothy Janney, Ruth Ingram, Friendship Circle of Bridgewater Church of the Brethren, Kevin Daggett, Dick and Janice Harper
• David Steven Stacey, by Rick Matlak, Jean’s Ramboll Team
• Sally Stanford, by Janet Henderson
• Percy Sussex, by Jacqueline and Shel Becker
• Bethy, Joe and the Brown Family, Elizabeth Sussex
• Jean Marie Takacs, by Elaine and Dennis Nolan
• Olive Taylor, by Christopher Taylor
• Koda Klaus Thomas, by the Taylor Family
• Sally Louise Tribull, by Millie De Simone
• Velma Trimmer, by Frances Taylor Anton
• Ronald J. Tuli, by Jennifer Prata, Michele and Al Tharp
• Anthony Vic Vigorito, by Sherry Rice
• Betty J. Vining, by Pierre and Olinda Vining
• James (Jimmy) Voege, by Tracy Perreault, Paul Faber, David and Karen Hall, Aunt Joanie and Uncle Gary, Jennifer Macguire, Justin Kisluk, Chesapeake Power Boat Association
• Peggy Wade, by Andrea Tarantino
• Julie Ann Watkins, by Susan Hughes
• Ruth Westman, by Caitlin Cronin, Jenny Westman-Minnig
• Marjorie Williams, by Joan Collett and Family
• James Wilt, by John Walker and Nancy Chell

Anonymous’s beloved pet Paul
• Ellen and Stewart Austin and Family’s beloved dog Ginger, by Carol and Mo Maid
• Mr. and Mrs. George Baldwin’s beloved pet Daisy, by George and Ki Baldwin, Laura and Steven Burns
• Thomas and Gloria Baldwin’s beloved pet Benny
• George and Pam Barnes’s beloved dog Ruby, by John and Sandra Kaltwasser, George and Pam Barnes

IN MEMORY OF...

(Pets)

• Ken Addison’s beloved dog Sally, by Carol Hennessey
• The Adelstein Family’s beloved pet Chief, by Dore, Steve, Sam and Naomi
• The Alban Family’s beloved pet Apple, by Phyllis Watson
• The Allen Family’s beloved pets Buddy, by Herbie, Millie and Willie
• Brad and Traci Anderson’s beloved dog Allika, by Jane, Brady, Mason, Sam and Josh
• Richard and Deborah Andrew’s beloved pets Allie and Pudding
• Jack and Helen Barrett’s beloved dog Bella
• Miriam Barton’s beloved pet Cinnamon
• Chris Bauer’s beloved pet Gracie, by Timothy Bauerjean
• Debbie Bell’s beloved pet Louie (Boy), by Lucy (Girl) Pierce
• Steve and Laurie Benner’s beloved pets Rigger and Duke
• Mary Bloom’s beloved dog Delta, by Chloe Wilner
• Rebecca Blumenfeld’s beloved cat Frankie, by Ellen and Steve Baron
• Amy Booe’s beloved pets
• Jillian Bowen’s beloved dog Chopper, by Christine Rojas
• Douglas Bowers and Martin Beadle’s beloved cat Hector, by Barbara Cook
• The Boyette Family’s beloved dogs Ruby and Sophie, by Jack and Helen Barrett
• Amy Broadwater’s beloved pets Buzz and Penny, by Anja Lindner
• Sharon Brown’s beloved pet Chalzy, by Jim Lucas
IN MEMORY OF... (CONTINUED)

- Patricia Burbanks’s beloved pet Beau
- Carol Burd’s beloved pet Pi
- Joe and Jan Caliano’s beloved pets KC, Peato and Sassy
- Richard Carpenter’s beloved dog Max
- Janet Cashman’s beloved pets Peaches and Shatzie
- The Clancy Family’s beloved pet Baxter, by the FR Family
- Liz Clark and Melissa Wagner’s beloved pet Lucy, by John Yaeger
- The Clark Family’s beloved dog George Gibbs, by Phyllis Naditch
- The Clautice Family’s beloved pet Tiki, by Bill, Mary and Chessie Koskosko
- Diane Clinton’s beloved pets Molly, Pepper and Dusty
- Nick Code’s beloved dog Evan, by Paul and Becky Dhysen
- Megan Cohen’s beloved cat Baby Buns
- Catie Comer and Allison Kinlein’s beloved German Shepherd Dog Dorian
- Susan Conley’s beloved pet Chessi
- James and Ann Connelly’s beloved dog Jersey
- David and DeeDee Counter-Griffis’s beloved dog Bennie, by Eddie Adkins and Jeff Mendell
- Jack and Penny Courtney’s beloved pet Beau
- Barbara Creamer’s beloved pet Bailey
- Paula and Larry Crippin’s beloved cat Sabrina, by Helen and Richard Kelley
- George and Jan Crofts’ beloved rats Sylvie and Violet
- Shannon Dahlen’s beloved pet Ellie
- Chester and Melissa Dailey’s border collies, by Helen Kelley
- Joseph and Karen Daley’s beloved pets Chessie and Rudy, by Sharon and Ralph Macmilian
- The Daly Family’s beloved pet Max, by Kelly Dincau
- Brad Danho and Lynn Monciovich’s beloved pet Gargamel, by Jonathan, Nicole, Mom and Dad
- Susan de Leeuw’s beloved dog Lexxi, by Joe and Brenda DeRemer’s beloved cat Little Joe, by Jane Schmidt
- Dorothy DeYerdman’s beloved dog Spiffy, by Bird Duckett’s beloved dog Abu, by Justine Heimbuch
- Vickie Dulko’s beloved dog Buffy, by Jan and Greg Dunn’s beloved pet Lacy, by Lisa, Dexter, Smokey and Sriracha
- Chuck and Sue Dziedzic’s beloved cat Lopez, by Joanne Bast
- Robert Edwards’s beloved pet Henley, by Amy and James Eichorst’s beloved pet Tiger, by Amy and James Eichorst Randy Rice
- Lois Evans’s beloved pet Fuzzy, by Dianne and Ken Fontanesi
- Gail Farr’s beloved dog Belle, by Kelly Brown and Al Passori
- Sacha Fecchio’s beloved dog Rocco, by Paul and Kristan Wimbush
- Steven and Carolyn Fite’s beloved dog Shelby
- Janet Forsyth’s beloved pets Hal and Pandora
- Karen and Jimmy Gaucher’s beloved dog Foxy, by Gail and Doran Miller
- Maria Gilbert’s beloved dog Eve, by Christine Rojas
- Mary Goldschmid’s beloved cats Smokie, Mouse Mouse and Butter Guy
- Megan Gordon-Goldstein’s beloved dog Sadie, by MC Rossing and Bill Warnock
- Charles Hanna and Gail Orellinger’s beloved pets Bailly, Stanley, Ariel, Bronte and Gideon
- Brigid Haragan’s beloved pet Chub, by Wendy and Scooter
- Elizabeth Harrison’s beloved cat Mischief (Mystery)
- Jim and Barb Haskell’s beloved pet Cruzan, by Dave and Sue Gelerter
- Ellen and Ricky Hearns’s beloved pets Roxy and Lilly, by Rich and Cindi Stone
- Vera Herath and John Behle’s beloved cat Holly
- Gerald and Jane Garbacz’s beloved pet Lily
- Jane (Cricket) Geis’s beloved horses she used to groom, Hemi and Cloudy
- The Hechinger Family’s beloved dog Aggie, by Mike, Katie, Ellie, Sam, and Poppy
- Julie Henderson’s beloved pet Piper, by Kelly Brown, Kristen Nimm, and Wendy Gargano
- Lisa Herson’s beloved pet Mr. Bojangles, by Dave Bennett
- Rachel Hines’s beloved dog King Louis, by Eric Luedtke
- The Hopkinson Family’s beloved dog Gigi, by Jesse, Monica and Atticus
- Jean Houston’s beloved adopted dog Mocha
- Irene Howie’s beloved pets Samantha and Jordan
- Teresa Huffman’s beloved dog Roxy, by Jil Williamson
- Keith and Karla Hutchins’ beloved pet Pebbles, by Joanie and William Moomau
- Maria Jacoby’s beloved dog Prince, by Mia Wyatt
- Kris and Don Jewell’s beloved dog Gus, by Karen and Eric Tollesstrup
- Charles and Sandra Johnson’s beloved pets Woody and Pooh
- Joanne and Lee Johnson’s beloved dog Nola, by Chris Berger
- The Johnson Family’s beloved pet Rufus, by Leslie Gigliotti
- Lenora Jones’s beloved dog Peanut, by Eddie Adkins and Jeff Mendell
- David Joyce’s beloved pet Pippin
- Sara Joyce’s beloved cat Riley, by Emily Joyce
- The Kane Family’s beloved dog Maverick, by Emily Joyce
- Rhonda Kaplan’s beloved pet Ace
- The Keppel Family’s beloved pet Sylvia, by the Tollesstrup Family
- Jim King’s beloved pet Mojo, by Mary Haws
- The Kirby Family’s beloved dog Sage, by Eddie Adkins and Jeff Mendell
- The Kontor Family’s beloved dog Roxy, by the Hutchinson Family
- Helen and Gerry Kleiman’s beloved cat Buttons, by Emily Joyce
- Brian and Jennifer Klepper’s beloved dog Wednesday, by Phyllis Watson
- Elizabeth Kopack’s beloved pets Smokie, Mouse Mouse and Butter Guy, by Mia Wyatt
- Cheryl and Dave Lauer’s beloved pet Mellow, by Cathie Herrick
- Michelle Laska’s beloved cat Toby, by Beth Laska
- Carol Lee-Fogler’s beloved pets Omar, Rikki and Binks
- Jessica Diamond Light’s beloved angel, Misha
• Deb Leonard’s beloved Yorkie Botti, by Rachel Hoffman and Ed Hausknecht
• The Liguori Family’s beloved pet Lennon, by Ralph Liguori
• The Long Family’s beloved cat Lucy, by the Davis Family
• The Luce Family’s beloved cat Baylee
• The Maillard Family’s beloved Bernese Mountain Dog Luna, by George and Pam Barnes

• Laurie Petrov’s beloved pet Joppe, by Lisa, Dexter, Smokey and Sriracha
• Lauren Pierce’s beloved dog Murphy, by Jessi Selbert
• The Porter Family’s beloved pet Tuck, by Barbara Llewellyn
• Wayne and Kim Powell’s beloved pet Mouse
• Carol Redd’s beloved pets Reds and Dill
• Cindy Rueppel’s beloved pet Jager
• Andrew Rupinski’s beloved pet Rascal
• Lisa and Rick Sagerholm-Hunter’s beloved dog Kaleo, by AD, AJ, Sallie Mae and Atticus
• Scott Sand’s beloved pet Karma, by Robyn, Lillian and Jack
• Carol and Robert Sander’s beloved dog Stetson
• Marquerite Seaman’s beloved pet Cosmo
• The Sharman Family’s beloved dog Hunter, by Helen and Joe Nilsen
• Stanley and Frances Sieradzki’s beloved pet Cooper
• George and Linda Soward’s beloved dog Jack, by Cary and Charlene Flynn
• Rich and Cindi Stone’s beloved pets Snowbelle and Cali
• Steve Stone and Brenda Gilio’s beloved pet Mr. Muffin, by Cindi and Rich Stone
• Connor and Ashley Stackbean’s beloved dogs Striker and Sophie, by Bruce and Kathy Stackbean
• The Steele Family’s beloved pet Max, by Phyllis Watson

• Jim and Brigitte Sutherland’s beloved dog Maggie, by Grit and Bob
• Kathleen Tall’s beloved Sheltie Shelby
• The Tamulevich Family’s beloved dog BB Beloved, by Carl and Lori Tamulevich
• Sylvana Tucker’s beloved pets Bijou and Kitty Boy
• Martha Turner’s beloved dog Puddie, by MC Rossing and Bill Warnock
• Paul and Sandy Turner’s beloved cat Maggie, by Paul and Becky Dhysse
• Michael Ulman’s beloved pet Inuk
• Tami Viera’s beloved dog Pierre, the love of my life
• Jeffrey and Rosalind Voilo’s beloved pets Domino, Hershey and Bella
• Doug and Linda Walker’s beloved dog Nina, by Gail and Doran Miller
• Katie Walker’s beloved dog Sadie, by Phyllis Naditch
• The Weight Family’s beloved pet Murphy, by the Tollestrup Family
• Heather White’s beloved cat Katie Marie
• Mary Wilkerson’s beloved pet Tyson, by Anne Rose
• Ann Wilson’s beloved cat Joey, by Diane Irven
• Tom and Jane Wilson’s beloved dog Garbo, by Marjorie Mihaelek
• Gail and Jim Wise’s beloved pets Pumpkin, Cinder, Callie and Rip
• The Wooten Family’s beloved dog Butter, by Nancy Cohen
• The Zito Carlson Family’s beloved cat Whiskers, by Steven and Karen Kratzer

• Todd and Kristin Tatelman’s beloved dog Karla, by Sally Clouse
• Chip and Anita Taylor’s beloved dog Bandi, by the Heimbuch Family
• Lisa Taylor’s beloved pets Mama and Little Girl
• The Thomas Family’s beloved dog Lexy, by Britanny, Sarah, Krista, Melissa, Kaitlin and Elycia
• Sarah Tippin’s beloved pet Rocky
• The Trapp Family’s beloved pet Sadie, by Susan and Rein
• The Trawick Family’s beloved dog Pirate, by Dave and Sue Gelenter
• Janice Treacle’s beloved pets Kodiak, Alexis and Samantha

CONSIDERING ADOPTING A PET? VISIT OUR WEBSITE TO LEARN MORE!

aacspca.org
IN HONOR OF...

(People)

• Shoshi Abukassis, by GiGi
• All the good people who take animals into their hearts and homes, by (Jane Cricket) Geis
• All the staff and volunteers of the SPCA, by Saundra Darling
• All the Staff and Volunteers for their dedication and hard work and compassion towards the animals they serve, by the owner of one of your great dogs, Little Nellie Kellie
• Nelson Allen, by Genevieve Allen
• Carol Ashford, by Kenneth Roberts
• Larry and Deborah Birch
• Claudia Auth, by Nancy Voorhees Balenske
• Rick Barnett, by Shirley Wend
• Pat Barton, by Joanie, William, Bert, Blake and Ivy
• Karen Beck, by Chris Beck
• Nicole Buchman
• Mary Wilkerson
• Samir Bhatia’s 80th birthday, by Sara Bhatia
• Josie Bisesi, by Erin Brennan Hall
• Emily Boggs, by Corliss and Edgar Boggs
• Kathy Bolton, by Secret Santa
• Francis Boyle, by Uncle Matt
• Nicole Buchman, by Julie Larkins
• Abby and Chris Buppert, by Rich and Cindi Stone
• Meghan and Andrae Calma, by Kathy Hutton
• The Cappello Family, by Linda and Andy Levy
• Patricia, Robert and Luke Carter, by Carol and Mo Maid
• Taylor Carter, by Dan Fucich
• Heather Clark, by Alexandra Houston-Ludlam
• Jack Willie Clemm, by Peter and Gerri Bridgeman
• Suzanne Colbert, by Lorie Wiebrecht
• Barbara Colborne, by First Home Mortgage Corporation
• Jan Colton, by Amy and Kyle Colton
• Manuella Comstack, by Kristen Starke
• Marie Copeland, by Paul and Theresa Fuher
• Larry and Lesley Crane, by Dawn Warrington
• Rick Curley, by Skylar Cheicis
• Jamie Czajkowski, by Kimberly Anchors
• Marjorie D’Armi, by Teresa Ditizio
• Bob and Penny Dart, by Monte McGee
• Penelope Dart, by Cinnamon
• Annette Davis, by Nancy Libson
• Candace and Eric Davis, by Jay and Deni
• Bill Decoste, by Lina Decoste
• David and LeeAnne Denomore, by Carol Ashford
• Joanne Deschenaux, by Brett Deschenaux
• Mommom, Poppop Jerry, Grandma and Grandpa GiGi, by Thomas Dickey
• Andrew Dillehay, by Jane Dillehay
• Tucker Donoho, by Phillip Donoho
• Ryan Dusak, by Alyssa Dieter
• Trinket Doty, by Cara and Matthew LaPointe
• Jonah Downey, by Uncle Pat Downey
• Gordon and Brenda Duvall, by Lynne, Elizabeth and Melissa Teoman
• James and Norma Farrell, by Brian and Sharon Page
• Tom and Jen Farren, by Chip, Courtney, Olivia and William
• Bonnie and Jim Fischer, by Rich and Cindi Stone
• Cameron Fischer and Rhianne Parks, by Rich and Cindi Stone
• Ana Fishback, by Mom and Dad
• Cheryl Fitzgerald, by Michele Cassell
• Emerson Frame, by Cassie
• Vin Frantom, by Paula Montgomery
• Christina Fritz, by Thomas Wolking
• Hank and Lisa Gibson, by Eugene and Mary Smith
• Lynnette Gill, by Hilarie Laing
• Beth Goddard, by Michael Moore
• Taylor Goforth, by Cara, Jason and the kids
• Nancy Goggin, by Alexis McKay
• Rhys Gontang, by Alyssa Gontang
• Barbara Gordon, by Michael and Laura Riebman
• Wanda Gordy, by Ashley Reed
• Kathy and Ted Gott, by Ashley, Brian, Emma and Charlie
• Emma Gramil, by Aunt Nina and Uncle Kenny
• Marla and Barry Greif, by Elise Handelman
• Jessica Groblewski, by Aunt Lynn and Uncle Joe
• Mrs. James Grupe, by Cara and Matthew LaPointe
• Mary Hackman, by Steve Garron
• Coco Haines, by Mark Baumgardner
• Ollie and Carole Haines, by Lori Warren
• Rachel Hanauer, by Mom and Dad
• Deb and Chuck Hardie, by Clyde and Sharon Farren
• Jane Hartlove, by Robin and Cleo
• Shannon Hartnett, by Joyce Hartnett
• Ashley Hearn and Garrett Lee, by Rich and Cindi Stone
• Ellen and Ricky Hearn, by Rich and Cindi Stone
• Robert Henel, by Friends at Sandy Spring Bank
• Owen Hennessey, by Jackie Hennessey
• Beth Holden, by Hal Sachs
• The Hovland Family, by Vance Nannini
• Steve Huber, by John and Diane Kim
• Gerald Hunter, by Sam
• Keith Jacobs, by MC Broodds
• The Jeng Family, by an Anonymous Donor
• Robert Kania, by Priscilla Kania
• Sam Karty, by Aunt Robin
• Bill Karwacki, by Adam Pingel
• Vanessa and Will Kassab, by Rich and Cindi Stone
• Ashley Kelsey, by Meghann Wright
• Maggie Kennedy, by Mary and Rob Walter
• Mary Kfouri, by Molly Dana
• David Kinlein, by Catie Comer and Allison Kinlein
• The Kohler Family, by Christine Graham
• John and Elizabeth Kreitler, by Anne Mattingly
• Amy Laasko, by Sharon Baker
• Danielle Litchford, by Moose
• Aaron Forbes Layne, by Grandee

May the LOVE be with you
• Jenny Louie, by Joyce Harrnett
• John and Gina Luce, by Donna Buono
• Betsy McConvile, by Mike McConvile
• Gillian McCusker, by Tracie Logan
• Trudy McFall, by Michael Miller
• Marcí McVerry, by Eleanor Cook
• Bindi McNaught, by Margery Silverton
• Sandra McWhirter, by Rich and Cindi Stone
• Pam, Jim and Stephanie Menefee, by Christina Ochs
• The Meyers Family, by the Wilson Family
• Tiffany Milchenski, by Denise Bennett
• Alison and Grant Millar, by Rich and Cindi Stone
• Johnny Miller, by Julie Miller
• Craig Morooney, by Kevin Morooney
• Charlotte Morse, by Peter Morse
• Abby Nelson, by Jon and Jess Nelson
• Calvin Nelson, by Jon and Jess Nelson
• Lydia Nelson, by Jon and Jess Nelson
• Ralph and Joyce Nelson, by Jon and Jess Nelson
• Karen and Fred Muir, by Carol and Mo Maid
• Cassidy and Derek O’Halloran, by Jill Molly
• O’Keefe, by David McCormick
• Al Passori, by Lynn Stagg
• Kyle Phillips and Alexa, by Rich and Cindi Stone
• Bethany and Jonathan Phillips, by Aunt Mary Anne
• Staci and Dave Phillips, by Rich and Cindi Stone
• Carolyn Plue, by David and Steve Kennedy
• Gwen Poll, by Christopher Poll
• The Powers/Delavan Family, by Meghan and Al
• Susan Radice, by Carol and Rick Boyer
• Bonnie Reed, by Ashley Reed
• William Retz, by Heather, Steve, Nahlia and Tucker
• Linda Rolander, by Dan Rolander
• The Saunders Family, by Linda, Andy, Bella Sophia & Floyd
• Schaedel Family Children, by Patrick and Elaine O’Carroll
• Fred Scheer, by Dawn Warrington
• Susie Schreiner, by Gene and Judith Hoak
• Dr. Bill Seal, by Court and Susan, Stacie and Jeremy
• Scott Sedmak, by Coleen Lilly
• Donna Denny, Constance Harich
• Michelle Davis, Hampton Auld
• Ann Glenn
• Karen Gardner
• Gloria Harberts
• Staff and Friends from Anne Arundel County Public Library
• Kris Shook, by Eloise Ullman
• Donna Shuman, by Ryan Lancaster
• Diana Silva, by Victoria and Sahil
• Jim Simmons, by Lotte Simmons
• Becky Sloan, by Robert Fitton
• Jeremy Graham Smith, by Joyce Rogalski
• Linus Smith, by Emi, Auntie Eileen and Uncle Gavin
• Jill Snyder, by Cuyre Massey
• Caroline Solomon, VMD, by Clay Cooper
• James Spears, by Ava Andrews
• Caroline Steele, by Mom and Dad
• Greg and Moira Stone, by Rich and Cindi Stone
• Kit and Kim Stone, by Rich and Cindi Stone
• Steve Stone and Brenda Gilio-Stone, by Rich and Cindi Stone
• Barbara Behrens Sudhindra, by Agara Sudhindra
• Joanne and Keith Taylor, by Colin and Emile Taylor
• The Tedoff Family, by Carol and Mo Maid
• Tracey Tower, by Kam Tower
• Jill Tracy, by Melinda D’Angelo
• Nicole Trader-Morges, by Jennifer Trader-Morges
• Andrew Villwock, by Mom and Jeff and Allison Hannahs
• Peter C. Voorhees, by Nancy Voorhees Balenske
• Livia and Ian Wallace, by Barbara Weiss
• Teagan Walrath, by Fred and Monserat Dilley
• Nancy Walter, Rick Feldman and BACI, by Dennis, Jane, Lilly, Max and Pepper
• Darlene When, by Robin and Cleo
• Shepherd White, by Ann White
• John Wiggins, by Julie Misal
• Mary Wlkerson, by Anne Rose
• Karen Beck
• Pam Wills, by Brian, Emily, Champ and Harry
• Kathy Winingar, by Lawrence Winingar
• Maria J. Wolf, by E Gomezplata
• Kathleen Zorica, by Joe, Kristen and Bodhi

IN HONOR OF...
(Pets)
• Connie Alasio’s pet Coco
• Ramsey Alexander’s pets Maggie and Leelee
• Deb Ament’s adopted kittens Beatrix and Barnaby
• Susan Ardolini’s rabbit Jake
• Alexis Baker’s adopted cat Alex
• Michael Barnes’s pets Raven and Sheila
• Dennis and Margaret Bartow’s pets Daisy and Ginger
• Penny Blakenship’s pets Nikki, Nova, Sam, Meeshka, and Loki
• Jane Clark’s adopted cats Amy and James Cowart’s guinea pigs Winter and Wonder
• Thomas Crooks’s pets Ginny, Lucky and Max
• Erin Dalder-Alpher’s cat Squirty Cat
• Paul and Becky Dhyse’s rescue dogs Peanny, Mattie, Wiggles and Rudy
• Robert Disney’s pets Angel and Bear
• Mark and Erin Elliott’s pet Finn, by Lee and Charis
• Diaan Elson’s pets Duncan and Zabel
• Ashton Farmanara’s cat Sage
• Arthur and Phyllis Foster’s dog Nikita
• Christine Francken’s pets Stella and Jaxx
• Chris Galbraith’s adopted pets Kevin and Bruce
• Allen Garroway’s pet Seamus
• Sandra Genau’s pet Cali
• Vicky Grim’s pets Molly and Bella
• Frank Groblewski’s pets Buster, Bear, Lucky and Roger
• Cheryl Haendel’s adopted dog Baxter
• Holly Henderson’s cat Her Royal Highness, the Duchess of Brisket, by Carly Anonsen
• Holly Hendrickson’s pet Dexter
• The Jalonick Family’s cat Lucy, by Catherine and George
• Ali Khadr’s adopted pet Chai
• Georgina Liu’s adopted pet Bella
• Xiping Ma’s dog Shelly
• Jennifer Martin’s adopted pet Handsome Hank
• Martha McConnell’s adopted dog Maggie
• The McDowell Family’s pets Brandy and Misti
• Charlene Naegle’s pets Bella, Apollo and Tabor
• Julie Narouthis’ adopted cats, Chessie and Kitty Baker
• The Orr Family’s adopted dog Ace
• Jeffrey Pedonesi’s adopted pet Fleece
• Amy Peele’s pets Zoe, Nova and Itzy, by Holly Peele
• Jacob and Jennifer Rasmussen’s dog Harold, the best dog ever
• Sarah Reilly’s dog Gatsby (Chicago)
• Sherry Sabol’s pets Suki, Beast and Kitty
• Frederick Scheer and Diane Cary’s cat Grace
• Michelle Schohn’s pet Harry
• Elana Schulman’s pets Molly and Sampson
• Margaret Templeton’s pets Cooper and Holiday
• Carol Thomas’s pets Fuzzy, Shawnee and Bear
• Osman Ulug’s pet Miso

Gracie & Oliver

• Lenora Waltz’s adopted cats Gracie and Oliver
• Dan and Betsy Wells’s pets Chelsea and Kobe
• Lauren Zamora’s dog Luna
SPECIAL THANKS TO...

FIX THIS HOUSE GIVES TO THE SPCA!

The Fix This House crew took a break from working hard all year long to give back to the community. Their annual fundraising event raises so many donations for the SPCA. The dogs and cats at the shelter will really benefit from the incredible donations collected by the Fix This House team. We want to send our special thanks to all who helped, and to Mike and Dana Strotman for organizing this fundraiser!

We have to say that CHICK-FIL-A definitely gives back to the community. Their pet supply drive collected bags of pet food and plenty of supplies to keep the animals here at the shelter happy and healthy. We are so grateful for all of their hard work ... Thank you so much, Chick-Fil-A!

ANNAPOLIS DOG THRIVE wanted to celebrate the holidays and help the shelter, so they came up with a great idea. They made amazing homemade ornaments and offered them to their clients, with the proceeds benefiting the shelter. This fundraiser raised $1,600 for the shelter, which makes a world of difference for the animals. We really appreciate your support, Annapolis Dog Thrive.

TAYLOR is so committed to helping animals. She worked tirelessly to host a fundraiser for the SPCA and collected pet food, supplies and donations that will really help us take great care of the animals. Thank you so much for everything you do for the SPCA, Taylor.
Thank you to the supporters of SPCA who volunteered, collected supplies and donations, held lemonade stands, bake sales, and other fundraisers to raise donations to help the animals.

Paradise Landscaping is a great friend to the SPCA. Their fundraiser collected an entire truckload of pet food and supplies to make sure that the shelter animals had everything that they needed as they await adoption into loving homes. We thank you, Paradise Landscaping, for helping the animals.

Mia is very creative and a huge animal lover. She put her ideas to work and invented what she calls a “pup-up shop!” This shop featured homemade pet toys and supplies, and even personalized plaques that her customers love. Her products were a huge hit and she sold out of every item she had for sale. Mia shared all of her proceeds with the shelter to help the animals she cares for so much. She raised $470 for the SPCA. Thank you, Mia!

Thank you, Tandium! We are very lucky to have the opportunity to work with Tandium for our payroll services. We are even more fortunate that Tandium is staffed with so many animal lovers. They wanted to make the holidays bright for the SPCA and donated an entire car load of cat litter, dog and cat food, and toys for the animals. What a wonderful gift.

Shelter Friends

Thank you to the supporters of SPCA who volunteered, collected supplies and donations, held lemonade stands, bake sales, and other fundraisers to raise donations to help the animals.

Aurora N. Taylor G. Charlotte G.
Matthew F. Collin and Caroline Elliott S.
Avery S. Adrianna W Izzi S.
Nora and Elle Crestwood Jake W.
Charlotte G.

Birthday Buddies

Happy birthday and thank you to our friends Sophie and Emily S. who asked that they receive donations, supplies, and gifts to donate to the SPCA on their birthdays.
The pandemic changed so much about how the SPCA of Anne Arundel County celebrated the holidays with our community. Many of us could not gather with family or friends the same way we have done in years past. Luckily, Lights on the Bay turned out to be a great way to maintain the holiday spirit and allowed everyone to adhere to COVID-19 safety protocols.

We had a record-setting year at Lights on the Bay with more than 30,000 cars driving through the light show! With so much upheaval in all our lives, we can take comfort in the traditions that can be safely carried on. All of the show’s guests were awed and inspired by the beauty of the thousands of twinkling lights.

We thank all of our sponsors for helping keep the holidays merry and bright with Lights on the Bay.

Thank you to our Lights on the Bay Sponsors!

Gold Lights
$50,000 AND UP

Silver Star
$10,000

Bronze Bulb
$5,000

Twinkling-Tinsel
$2,500

Sparkling Glitter
$1,000

SHELTER AND OFFICES
1815 Bay Bridge Ave.
Annapolis, MD 21403
410-268-4388 • aacspca.org

HOURS FOR VIEWING AND ADOPTION
By appointment 7 days a week 9 am to 4 pm

OTHER SERVICES
By appointment 7 days a week 9 am to 4 pm

Like us on Facebook to see adoptable animals, event updates, and more at facebook.com/spca-of-anne-arundel-county

Follow us on Twitter at AACSPCA and on Instagram @SPCAAnneArundel